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Abstract The coincidence site lattice (CSL) plays a similar
role for grain boundaries (GB) as the crystal lattice plays for
free surfaces. The most densely packed CSL is the twinrelated CSL, characterized by an inverse density of coincidence sites R = 3. Phase diagrams in coordinates ‘‘relative
temperature T/Tm—misorientation angle h—inclination
angle u’’ were constructed for the twin GBs in Cu, Al, and
Mo having different stacking fault energy c. At low c the twin
GB remains faceted at all u values and the number of crystallographically different facets increases with decreasing
temperature. With increasing c asymmetric twin GBs
become more and more rough, and fewer facets appear with
decreasing temperature. Also, with increasing c the facets
start to degenerate of into the first order rough-to-rough
ridges. The behavior of twin GBs in Cu, Al, and Mo is
compared with that of twin GBs in Zn.

Introduction
High-angle grain boundaries are characterized by a misorientation angle h above 15. They cannot be described as
an array of lattice dislocations since at high h the
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dislocation cores merge. At certain misorientations hR
called coincidence misorientations a part of the lattice sites
of the lattice 1 coincide with the lattice sites of the lattice 2
forming a coincidence sites lattice (CSL) [1]. A CSL is
characterized by a parameter R (R is the inverse density of
coincidence sites). At hR GBs have a perfect periodic
structure. These coincidence GBs have in many cases low
energy rGB (see review [2] and references therein),
migration rate [3–6], diffusion permeability [7–9], high
strength (monograph [10] and references therein) and other
extreme properties. Coincidence GBs also tend to facet. In
other words, a curved GB breaks into an array of flat
segments. These segments are usually parallel to the densely packed planes in the CSL. Strictly speaking,
a CSL exists only exactly at hR. Any small deviation
Dh = |h - hR| destroys the geometrical coincidence of
lattice sites. However, physically a GB tends to conserve
its low-energy structure up to a certain critical value hc.
The structure of such (special) GBs consists of portions of
perfectly coincident lattices separated by intrinsic GB
dislocations (IGBDs) [11]. The IGBDs have a Burgers
vector bR which is shorter than that of lattice dislocations
b:bR = b R-2. It has been demonstrated that special GBs
conserve their special structure and properties up to a
certain critical misorientation Dhc and temperature Tc [12].
Special properties mean that close to hR the GBs possess
minimal energy, mobility, diffusivity, etc. [2–9, 13, 14].
Dhc decreases exponentially and Tc decreases parabolically
with increasing R [12]. In other words, with decreasing
temperature an increasing number of GBs exhibit special
structures and properties.
The physical reason for such a behavior is the GB faceting–roughening phase transformation similar to that of
free surfaces [15–18]. The energy of individual steps in a
flat surface facet decreases with increasing temperature.
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At a certain temperature TR the step energy becomes zero.
If TR \ Tm (Tm is the melting temperature) the flat facet
cannot be stable above TR due to the spontaneous formation of step arrays and becomes rough (roughening transition) [18]. A GB roughening transition of second order
has been observed recently [19]. It has been predicted
theoretically that that TR is lower for the facets with higher
step energy (i.e., for the facets less densely packed with
lattice sites) [18]. Experimentally a sequence of three
roughening transitions for different surface facets at different TR has been observed only in solid helium [20].
The shape of special GB area was experimentally constructed for the R = 17 GB in Sn [21]. It has been
observed that the introduction of lattice dislocations by
increase of second tilt or twist misorientations [22] or
increasing impurity content [23] decreases the TC. For the
construction of ‘‘T–h’’, ‘‘TC–R’’, and ‘‘Dh–lnR’’ plots in
[12] the data for different metals, semiconductors and
oxides were used. On the one hand, it means that the
decrease of Dh and TC with increasing R is a rather general
phenomenon. On the other hand, it is clear that the shape of
faceting/roughening diagrams for the same R should be
different in different materials. GBs with R = 3 are called
twins, and play an exclusive role in the metallic alloys
[24, 25]. In many cases twin GBs form the majority of the
GB population in polycrystals like, for example, in nanograined materials after severe plastic deformation [26].
Almost always twin GBs appear faceted in metallic alloys
[27]. Straight parallel couples of these GBs gave them their
special name in many different languages (twin, Zwilling,
macle, ldoqybr) [28]. In this study we will compare the
‘‘misorienation h—inclination u’’ phase diagrams for
R = 3 GBs in metals with different stacking fault energy
(Cu, Al, Mo, and Zn).
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bicrystals and after annealing in vacuum or in argon at
various temperatures (Fig. 1). In case of Zn, the shape of
the migrating GB loop was studied in situ in a hot stage of
a light microscope using polarized light. In case of Al the
equilibrium GB shape was calculated using the Wulff
approach and the measured values of GB energy for different facets [32, 37, 38]. For this purpose the bicrystalline
samples were coated with a layer of Sn–Al alloy and
annealed in Ar gas atmosphere at a pressure of
2 9 10-4 Pa and different temperatures. Then the contact
angle a between GB and quenched solid/liquid interface for
various GB inclination angles u, and geometry of facets
was recorded in bright and dark field in the light microscope and measured. The ratio of GB energy rGB to solid/
liquid interface energy rSL was calculated using the values
of measured contact angle a: rGB = 2rSL cos (a/2).

Experimental
For the investigation of GB faceting the Cu, Al, Mo, and
Zn bicrystals were grown using the modified Bridgman
technique [16–21, 29–34]. In the Cu and Mo bicrystals the
cylindrical central grain was completely surrounded by the
external cylindrical grain forming a R3 h110i tilt grain
boundary [31, 33, 35, 36]. In the Al both grains were semicylindrical [32, 37, 38]. In case of Al one bicrystal had an
exact coincidence tilt grain boundary R3 h110i. A second
bicrystal [32] had a GB with a misorientation of Dh = 3
degrees from R3 h110i. In Zn bicrystals the grain was
semi-surrounded by grain 1 forming a ½10
10 twin tilt grain
boundary. Scanning electron microscopy, light microscopy, and electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) was
used to characterize the shape of GBs in as-grown
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Fig. 1 Light micrographs of faceted R3 GB (Dh = 0) in Cu {110}
bicrystal after annealing at a 800 C and b 400 C. The common
[110] axis is perpendicular to the sample (and figure) plane. The
positions of various facets are shown
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Results and discussion
Faceting of R = 3 twin GB in copper. First order facetto-facet ridges
Copper possesses a low stacking fault energy of
c = 55 mJ/m2 [39]. The measurements of a stacking fault
energy are usually based on the dislocations structure and
properties. The structure of a stacking fault in face-centred
cubic (fcc) metals is the same as that of symmetric R = 3
twin GBs (STGBs), i.e., that of plain R = 3 GB which is
parallel to the (111) most closely packed planes in both
grains. In Fig. 2 the three-dimensional phase diagram for
the R = 3 twin GBs in Cu is shown in the ‘‘Relative
temperature T/Tm—misorientation angle h—inclination
angle u’’ coordinates (T being the annealing temperature,
Tm being the melting temperature of Cu). Zero value of
inclination angle u = 0 corresponds to the symmetric twin
GB. There is a huge number of papers where the faceting
of symmetric twins in pure Cu was observed up to the
melting temperature (some of these papers are [30, 31, 35,
36, 40–45]). It means that the roughening does not take
place for the symmetric R = 3 twin GBs up to the melting
point (Fig. 1a). The misorientation interval Dh = |h - hR3|
where the R = 3 twin GBs remain faceted is finite and very
broad [12]. In case of copper the direct evidence exists for
the faceting of symmetric R = 3 twin GBs up to Dh = 2.
The indirect evidence from rotating single crystal balls
experiments gives the Dh [ 4 [46]. For Dh \ 2 the
thermal grooving experiments gave the dependence of the
GB energy rGB on h and permitted to construct respective

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional phase diagram for the R = 3 twin GBs
in Cu in the ‘‘Relative temperature T/Tm—misorientation angle
h—inclination angle u’’ coordinates (T being the annealing temperature, Tm being the melting temperature of Cu). Zero value of
inclination angle u = 0 corresponds to the symmetric twin GB
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Wulff plots [36]. It has to be underlined that the phase
diagram in Fig. 2 concerns only high-purity copper, since
the addition of impurities can drastically change the faceting behavior of R = 3 twin GBs in copper [40–42].
At Dh = 0 ± 1 the R = 3 twin GB in copper remains
faceted up to the melting temperature at all values of
inclination angle u (Fig. 2) [31, 35, 41]. No rounded edges
between facets were observed up to 0.95 Tm [31, 35]. At
T = 0.95 Tm (i.e., very close to the melting temperature)
only two facets appear at the R3 GB: (100)CSL and 9R. The
(100)CSL plane is a symmetric twin GB which is parallel to
the (111) planes in both fcc grains. At high temperatures
the twins in Cu are not rectangular (Fig. 1a) unlike those in
Au [47]. The facets at the end of twin plates form an angle
of 82 with the (100)CSL plane (Fig. 1a). This 82 facet
does not correspond to any low-index CSL plane. The
minimum of rGB (h) at 82 is due to the formation of a thin
GB layer with the so-called 9R structure, forming a plate of
bcc GB phase in the fcc matrix [48–50]. The (100)CSL/
829R edges of the twin plates are sharp (Fig. 1) forming
so-called first order facet-to-facet ridges [51]. This suggests
that facets (100)CSL and 9R in pure Cu remain stable up to
the melting temperature Tm, and their roughening temperatures TR [(100)CSL] and TR [9R] are higher than Tm.
By decreasing the temperature new facets with lower
density of coincidence sites appear in R = 3 GBs at various u (Figs. 1 and 2). These additional facets are (010)CSL,
(110)CSL, (120)CSL, and (130)CSL (Fig. 1b). All of them are
less densely packed CSL facets than (100)CSL. However,
they have lower density of coincidence sites. The lower
density of coincidence sites corresponds to the lower height
of elementary step in the GB plane. At T = 0.5 Tm six
crystallographically different facets exist simultaneously
for R3 GB (Fig. 1b). All observed edges between the facets
are sharp (Fig. 1b). Hence, the new facets appear not at
rough, rounded parts of the GB, as observed for surface
facets in Pb, Au or He [30, 52, 53], but at the sharp edges
between existing facets. It means that the temperature TRf
when a less densely packed CSL facet really appears in
equilibrium shape of a GB is lower than true roughening
temperature TR for this facet. Since all R3 GBs studied
were completely faceted, no fields corresponding to the
rough phases are present in the Dh = 0 plane of the phase
diagram in Fig. 2. The existence areas corresponding to the
(110)CSL, (120)CSL, and (130)CSL facets are surrounded by
the area of the (100)CSL facet. The existence areas of the
(010)CSL facets is surrounded by the area of the 9R facet.
Faceting of R = 3 twin GB in aluminum. First order
facet-to-rough ridges
The stacking fault energy of Al c = 166 mJ/m2 [54]
is much higher than that of Cu. In Fig. 3 the
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three-dimensional phase diagram for the R = 3 twin GBs
in Al is shown in the ‘‘T/Tm–h–u’’ coordinates. We did not
find in the literature any evidence that the faceting of
R = 3 twin GBs in Al can be observed above Dh = |h hR3| = 2 [55]. In our experiments with Al bicrystals
having Dh = 3 the short portion of the (100)CSL facet
contacted with rough rounded portions of R = 3 GB [32,
38]. It means that the angular interval of the existence of
special R = 3 GB in Al is much narrower than that in Cu.
As seen in Fig. 3a, at Dh = 0 the R = 3 twin GBs in Al is
completely faceted [37, 38]. Close to the melting temperature two facets exist at the R3 GB: (100)CSL and 9R,
similar to Cu. However, the 9R non-CSL facet disappears
with decreasing temperature already at 0.8 Tm. The
(010)CSL facet appears instead along with the (110)CSL
facet. Thus, below = 0.8 only three crystallographically
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different facets (namely (100)CSL, (010)CSL, and (110)CSL)
exist in Al, and not six as in Cu. In Fig. 3b the ‘‘T/Tm–
Dh = 3–u’’ section is shown. It is superposed on the ‘‘T/
Tm–h = hR3–u’’ section shown in Fig. 3a. It is clearly seen
that only one (100)CSL facet surrounded by the rough
rounded GB portion is present in the Al bicrystal with
Dh = |h - hR3| = 3. Therefore, the existence area of the
R = 3 twin GBs in Al is much narrower than that in Cu.
The contact between facets and rough GB portions has a
slope discontinuity (i.e., of first order) like on the surface of
Au [39]. The facet and rounded rough GB portions form
the first-order facet-to-rough GB ridges. The number of
various CSL-facets at low temperatures is also less than in
Cu.
Faceting of R = 3 twin GB in molybdenum. Second
order facet-to-rough and first order rough-to-rough
ridges
The stacking fault energy of Mo c = 410 mJ/m2 [56] is
much higher than that of Cu and Al. In Fig. 4 the threedimensional phase diagram for the R = 3 twin GBs in Mo
is shown in the ‘‘T/Tm–h–u’’ coordinates. We did not find
in the literature any evidence that the faceting of R = 3
twin GBs in Mo can be observed above Dh =
|h-hR3| = ±0.5 [57]. The circular R = 3 twin GB in a
Mo bicrystal contains only two parallel flat facets, namely
(111)1||(111)2 STGBs or (100)CSL facets [33]. Both flat
(100)CSL facets contact with rounded rough GB portions.
This fact is reflected in Fig. 4. The existence area of
(100)CSL facet is surrounded by the rough GB area. The flat
(100)CSL facets form smooth edges (no slope discontinuity)

Fig. 3 Three-dimensional phase diagram for the R = 3 twin GBs
in Al in the ‘‘Relative temperature T/Tm—misorientation angle
h—inclination angle u’’ coordinates. a h = hR3. b same as Fig. 3a
with added data for |h-hR3| = 3
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Fig. 4 Three-dimensional phase diagram for the R = 3 twin GBs
in Mo in the ‘‘Relative temperature T/Tm—misorientation angle
h—inclination angle u’’ coordinates. Vertical dotted line at h = hR3,
u = 60 marks the position of the first order rough-to-rough ridge
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with rounded rough GB portions. This roughening behavior
is similar to that of facets on the surface of small lead balls
[53]. The rough GBs curve away from the plane of the
(100)CSL facets as xb with b = 1.69 ± 0.07 on one side
and b = 1.72 ± 0.07 on the other side of a facet. Therefore, GB roughening belongs to the Pokrovsky-Talapov
universality class.
Four slope discontinuities between two rounded rough
GB portions were also observed. All of them are in the
same crystallographic position and are shown in Fig. 4 by
one vertical line at u = 60 [33]. This was the first
experimental observation of the first-order rough-to-rough
ridges theoretically predicted by the Davidson and den Nijs
model [58, 59]. Therefore, GBs allow one to observe a
broad diversity of faceting/roughening phenomena which is
quite different and complementary to that of faceting/
roughening of free surfaces [60, 61].
Faceting of twin GB in zinc
The stacking fault energy of zinc c = 140 mJ/m2 [62] is
much higher than that of copper and lower than that of
aluminum and molybdenum. However, crystallographically the twins in zinc are very different from R = 3 twins
in Cu, Al, and/or Mo. It is because the ideal CSLs does not
exist in Zn, and the approach of CCSL has to be used
instead [63, 64]. The parallel elongated sides of the twin
plate are formed by the coherent symmetric twin
ð1102Þ1 ||ð1102Þ2 grain boundary (STGB) facets [34]. The
faceting/roughening behavior is twin GBs in zinc is quite
different in comparison with fcc counterparts. On the one
hand, the ð1102Þ1 ||ð1102Þ2 STGB in Zn remains faceted up
to Tm, similar to (111)1||(111)2 STGB in Cu, Al, and Mo.
Moreover, the GB half loop between two parallel symmetric portions of twin GB become completely rounded
(rough) at TR which is very close to Tm. This behavior is very
similar to that of Al. Remember that the stacking fault
energy of zinc is also close to that of Al. On the other hand,
below the roughening temperature TR the faceting of
asymmetric twin GBs in zinc (twin tip) differs a lot from that
of Cu, Al, and Mo. Below 360 C the twin tip contains only
one plane facet 1 which is nearly parallel to the ð1102Þ2
plane and has the angle of 84 with the coherent STGB.
Above 360 C the second facet 2 appears at the tip of the
twin plate. This facet is nearly parallel to the ð1100Þ1 plane
and has the angle of 46 with the coherent STGB. Between
360 and 410 C both 84 and 46 facets coexist, and 84
facet gradually disappear with increasing temperature.
Above 410 C only 46 facet is present in the twin tip [34].
Similar to Mo, we also observed in Zn how two firstorder facet-to-rough ridges separated by a GB facet merge
together with increasing temperature and form a first-order
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rough-to-rough GB ridge [51, 65]. This phenomenon was
observed in tilt ½1010 GB with h = 30. At low temperatures a GB loop has a facet dividing two first-order facetto-rough ridges. This facet is parallel to the closely packed
plane of a constrained coincidence sites lattice (CCSL) for
the 30 ½1010. The c/a value is irrational in Zn, a being the
lattice spacing in the basal plane (0001) and c being the
lattice spacing in the direction perpendicular to the (0001)
plane. Therefore, the exact CSL exists in Zn only for GBs
with rotation around [0001] axis. In all other cases the
so-called constrained coincidence sites lattice approach
should be used [63, 64]. It is interesting that the tangents to
the rough GB portions in the end-points of the facet are
also parallel to closely packed CCSL planes. By increasing
temperature the facet between points disappears, and the
first-order rough-to-rough GB ridge form instead of two
first-order facet-to-rough GB ridges. However, the orientation of the first-order rough-to-rough GB ridge is not
arbitrary. The tangents to the rough GB portions in the
ridge point remain parallel to the to closely packed CCSL
planes [51, 65].

Conclusions
•
•

•

•

•

GB faceting/roughening is the physical reason for the
‘‘special GB—general GB’’ phase transitions;
GBs allow one to observe a broad diversity of faceting/
roughening phenomena which is quite different and
complementary to that of faceting/roughening of free
surfaces;
New facets with lower density of coincidence sites (in
other words, with lower height of elementary step)
continuously appear by decreasing temperature;
With increasing stacking fault energy the twin GBs
contain fewer facets, the asymmetric twin GBs become
rough at T/Tm;
With increasing stacking fault energy the facets tend to
degenerate of into the first order rough-to-rough ridges.
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